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Renegotiating Film Genres in East Asian Cinemas and Beyond (East Asian Popular Culture)Palgrave Macmillan, 2020

	This book brings together nine original chapters to examine genre agency in East Asian cinema within the transnational context. It addresses several urgent and pertinent issues such as the distribution and exhibition practices of East Asian genre films, intra-regional creative flow of screen culture, and genre’s creative response to...

		

Particles in the Early Universe: High-Energy Limit of the Standard Model from the Contraction of Its Gauge GroupWorld Scientific Publishing, 2020

	The aim of this book is to develop a contraction method for classical orthogonal and unitary groups (algebras), and apply it to the investigation of physical structures, offering a new and unique interpretation to the high-energy limit of the Standard Model. Readers will find a comprehensive and rigorous study, summarized as follows: The...


		

Practical R 4: Applying R to Data Manipulation, Processing and IntegrationApress, 2020

	
		Get started with an accelerated introduction to the R ecosystem, programming language, and tools including R script and RStudio. Utilizing many examples and projects, this book teaches you how to get data into R and how to work with that data using R. Once grounded in the fundamentals, the rest of Practical R...







		

Internet of Things and Analytics for Agriculture, Volume 2 (Studies in Big Data)Springer, 2020

	
		This book addresses major challenges faced by farmers and the technological solutions based on Internet of Things (IoT). A major challenge in agriculture is cultivating and supplying high-quality produce at the best. Currently, around 50% of global farm produce never reaches the end consumer due to wastage and suboptimal prices. The...



		

Practical System Programming with C: Pragmatic Example Applications in Linux and Unix-Based Operating SystemsApress, 2020

	
		This book teaches system programming with the latest versions of C through a set of practical examples and problems. It covers the development of a handful of programs, implementing efficient coding examples.  

	
		Practical System Programming with C contains three main parts: getting your hands dirty with...



		

My War Criminal: Personal Encounters with an Architect of GenocideEcco, 2020

	
		An investigation into the nature of violence, terror, and trauma through conversations with a notorious war criminal by Jessica Stern, one of the world's foremost experts on terrorism.

	
		Between October 2014 and November 2016, global terrorism expert Jessica Stern held a series of conversations in a...







		

Iconology, Neoplatonism, and the Arts in the Renaissance (Routledge Research in Art History)Routledge, 2020

	
		The mid-twentieth century saw a change in paradigms of art history: iconology. The main claim of this novel trend in art history was that renowned Renaissance artists (such as Botticelli, Leonardo, or Michelangelo) created imaginative syntheses between their art and contemporary cosmology, philosophy, theology, and...



		

The Setpoint Diet: The 21-Day Program to Permanently Change What Your BodyHachette, 2020

	
		The New York Times bestselling author of The Calorie Myth shares his research-based, groundbreaking plan that helps you actually lower your setpoint weight for longterm weight loss

	


	
		Your body fights to keep you within a range of about 15 pounds -- also known as your "setpoint...



		

Love as Always, Mum xxx_ The true and terrible story of surviving a childhood with Fred and Rose West-Seven DialsSeven Dials, 2020

	I want you to feel that you can talk to me about anything. You must feel

	awful sometimes and I know you feel very isolated at times. I know I miss

	you so much sometimes that I feel angry. It must be really rotten for you

	when you need a family member to talk to or you need mum to sound

	off to . . . I love you and I want to do...





		

Authentication and Access Control: Practical Cryptography Methods and ToolsApress, 2020

	The advent of the Internet has allowed for many services and applications, most

	notably in communications between users, servers, and devices. Unfortunately,

	this has led to many security challenges and problems. Recent examples include

	password leakage on large social network sites and defacement of websites. It is,

	therefore,...

		

Whiteshift: Populism, Immigration, and the Future of White MajoritiesHarry N. Abrams, 2020

	
		Whiteshift: the turbulent journey from a world of racially homogeneous white majorities to one of racially hybrid majorities

		 

		This is the century of whiteshift. As Western societies are becoming increasingly mixed-race, demographic change is transforming politics. Over half of American babies are...



		

De-Sequencing: Identity Work with Genes (Health, Technology and Society)Palgrave Macmillan, 2020

	Are you your genes? De-Sequencing: Identity Work with Genes explores this perplexing question, showing how different forms of knowledge must be contextualized to become meaningful. It is generally assumed that the genomic sequence adds up to the identity-forming material life is made of. Yet identity cannot itself adopt the form of a...
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